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Abstract
This paper will discuss the Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA)effort and its involvement with
related activities during the development of the Mars Exploration Rover (MER). The Rovers
were launched 2003.June.10 (Spirit) and 2003.July.7 (Opportunity), and both have proven very
successful. Although designed for a 90-day mission, the Rovers have been operating for over
two earth years. This paper will review aspects of how the MER project integrated PRA into the
design and development process. A companion paper (Development ofthe Mars ExpIoration
Rover PRA) will describe the MER PRA and design changes fiom those results.
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lntroducfisn
The formalized NASA standard approach for the PRA process was introduced to the Mars
Exploration Rover Project at Jet Propulsion Laboratory during the early development of the
praject. i?lf\=~ghthis f h d i z e d PIIA process had not been previously used on Lab, P U
activity fit naturalIy into the landscape of existing JPL tailored processes developed to promote
mission success. Synergy exists between these cwrent P L practices and PRA and the
interrelationship among them evolved during the life cycle of the project.

2

This paper identi5es areas of useful interaction between existing processes and practices at JPL
and the PRA activity. Specific implementation of these relationships may vary from project to
project depending upon project specific circumstances. Although this paper refers to specific
P L processes and practices, similar activities exist in other aerospace industry centers. Given
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the parallelism between JPL and other institutions, this may offer possible strategies for other
such institutions to incorporate PRA into their design and development process.
JPL Background and Overview - PRA on MER
3
JPL has many processes and practices involved in risk identification.” But suffice it to say that
m y activity that identifies risk is a possible sowce of idxmatiolnl t9 P U . Given th2t PLVL
provides a quantitative risk assessment, it is a useful source of information €or making decisions.
Also, feedback is needed in the PRA about the changes in risk items whether the changes result
fi-om decisions about risk or new understanding about risk items. This is the basic strategy of
how we proceeded with developing and using the MER PRA.

During the development of MER a PRA team was formed to develop a limited scope PRA
focusing on the project phases considered of highest risk. As described in the companion paper,
the PRA team consisted of three groups. The initial PRA development and iteration focused on
EntryiDescentLanding phase. The second iteration added the Rover DepIoyment phase. A
third iteration was planed and started, but not completed. For the third iteration, the logic model
{event trees and fault trees) was updated with the cruse,phase and the surface mission modeling
was started; however, the update for the data development for these additions was not
completed.

The PICA team acquired information from existing project sources and risk identification
processes for the lab. Inputs to the MER PRA include: Mission Planning & Development
needed for the system modeling; the output fiom various systems and subsystem analyses; and
the significant issues identified in the PFR- syysteol m d wai-vers. TIE PRP, o ~ t p ~ tfeed
t s into Fisk
Management: and those issues from the PlcA that were worked thru the Risk Management
feedback to the PRA. Lastly, there was also a bidirectional relationship between the PRA and
fahe traditional JPL Fault Tree PreventisnlMitigaiion 61a&ix, which feeds Verification &
Validation activities m d Flight Project Readiness & Operations. The PRA did nDt alter the
traditional infmnation a d data flew m o f i g the histork1 JfL process, 5Et instead augmented
the Risk planring. Figure 1 gives an overview of how the PEL4 activity interacted with the other
existing project processes, which are typical for a JPL flight project. The rest of this paper wiIl
~
somcwb;ti in
v ~ a thb!
k the details af fie &.ztgraq. Since general institrrcjona! prozzss c a diffsr
their implementation horn center to center, some background about the JPL practices will be
covered in addition to the examples of what worked on MER to link P M to those activities.
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Figure 1
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Although the PRA development occurwed in parallel with these processes, outputs fkom other
processes intcs PRA and vice versa were made as they became available and the P M was
updated as necessary.
TechnicaI Disciplines: By definition, the P M is both a systems analysis and a
3.1
reliability analysis. Systems engineers have the best mderstm-ding of how the flight systea
accomplishes the various critical steps throughout the mission. Reliability engineers already
pzrtizipits in tlis risk ider~ti5cationprocesses (such as FXiiECks, Waivers, ProbiemTailure
Reports, Fault Trees, etc.). However, a PRA must incorporate input from many different
technical areas in addition to systems engineering or reliability to ensure completion o€ the
model and coverage of the technical issues. Subsystem designerdcognizant engineers must
contribute to ensure the subtleties and idiosyncrasies of the equipment are incIuded in the fault
trees. Lastly, the participation of specialists and subject matter experts will depend upon what is
being model (aerodynamics, navigation, EMI: etc.). In the worst case, failure to enlist
nmticipatim f r m . d l &e p t i ~ etechiczl
r
~ t
arms could result is a zission fkiliri-e by a means
that was known by some project members but not communicated or included in the PICA model.
Hence, a very useful byproduct of PRA with proper participation is communication across the
project and the improved knowledge by the project as a whole of what dominates the divers and
complex technical issues. Another important artifact of broad participation is that it promotes
*‘buy-in”of the product by stakeholders and fosters a sense of ownership so the PRA is a shared
product.
The MER P R 4 included participation from all of these levels. Participants ranged from systems
engineering (Fault Protection, the Mission Phase Leads, systems specidty leadsj, reliability (the
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project reliability engineering,tech lead, sybsystem reliability engineers), subsystem cognizant
engineers and designers, and several PRA specialists. As referred to in the companion paper,
the PRA team was divided into three groups. The three groups had a relatively small number of
core participants but the process included working meetings with all the other stakeholders, both
to acquire the information and to review the preliminary and final versions €or the Project. It is
also noteworthy that several members remained involved in the PRA thougholJt the pmj ect
lifecycle.
3.2
Mission Planning & Development: Key inputs to developing the PRA include mission
success criteria, mission phasesidurations, and mission planning, including functional
requirements and functional models. This input is needed io define what mission outcomes will
be inclded, how the mission develops, and help identify what: events will appear in the Event
Trees (e.g., which events get scrutiny thru the fault tree process).
For MER, the success end state was based upon the projects minimm mission success criteria
described in the project policies document, The mission phase definitions were used to
determine the entry point and what phases were included in the PRA. The complete listing of
the phases and end states appear in the companion paper.
3.3
Analyses: Existing project analyses served as valuable input Into the PRA. System
modeling and analysis (such as EDL simulations, environment& interaction modeling, etc.)
naturally provided input to the Event Trees and Fault Trees.

The Flight System FMECA also served as a key input to the System Fault Trees in the PRA.
Most importantly, the bottoms up approach of the FMECA builds knowledge of the relationship
of the lowest pieces to the overall system, ana ensures that pieces of the system are not
overlooked when viewing the system from the top down perspective of the f d t trees, This wzs
an essential step in the system familiarization process for MER. The FMECA helped ensure
that the Faxlt Trees do cover all the important issues. Conversely, the system knowledge
gleaned from the fault trees was factored into the System FMECA, which was not always
apparent when working from the bottoms up approach of the FMECA. Additionally, the PRA
heiped identifij areas where a common cause failure mechanism could defeat redundant systems,
which the FMECA does not cover because it’s primary purpose is to identify dl Single Poht
Failures (SPFs), The System FMECA roughly defined the level of detail that the system Fault
Trees reached, as illustrated in Figure 2. If a system fault tree had been not planned, then the
information that would come from the FMECA would have to be developed anyway to build the
fault trees.

For MER, the System FMECA slightly preceded the PRA logic model (the event trees and fault
trees). But they were developed around the same timeframe. Also, updates to the System
FMECA4at d c v d c p ~ e ~mikstaes
~td
wcrz w ~ r k e di i ~the
t ~P M . For exxnpie, for the update
cycle for System Critical Design Review (CDR), the FMECA team cycled thru another worlung
update of the FMECA. Some members of the FMECA team were also members of the PRA
team. And salient updates in the FMECA were incorporated into the PRA logic model.
Mechanical Fault Trees can identify potential systems issues. Since the Mechanical Fault Trees
originate at the cognizant design levels, using mechanical fault trees as input to the PRA helped
enswe that systems issues identified by the cognizant design areas were not inadvertently
omitted from the systems analysis. For MER, a member from PRA team went thru a systematic
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review of the mechanical fault trees and discussed those issues identified in the mechanical fault
trees with the stakeholders for incorporation into the PRA logic model.

.

Additionally, piece-part interface FMECAs, which are used to verify fault containment at a fault
containment boundary, contribute to the system knowledge. Clearly, fault propagation across a
fault containment boundary affects PRA fault trees. To ensure that fault propagation issue were
included in the PRA fault trees, the project reviewed the interface FMECA results and
incorporated, as appropriate, into the System FMECA, project SPF Exemption list via the
Waiver process, and PRA Fault Trees.
Lastly, PRA heIped improve upon the trade studies that the project performed. Because PK4
helps identify the dominant risks to the project, the P R 4 provides the background systematic
analysis to justify that the project has improved the reliability of the weakest links in the chain,
which most drive the system reliability. For example, many projects do not have sufficient
resources for a fully block redundant system. Therefore, many projects employ selective
redundancy. PRA can support project decisions arid provide justification, particularly to
independent review boards, that the project has chosen the most effective redundancy scheme
w i h available resources (typically mass, volume, power, etc.) to minimize risk and maximize
the likelihood of mission success.
For MER the lander batteries ranked highly on the risk list fi-om the PRA. Hence the project
devoted resources to improving the battery strategy, both from a sparing strategy and also from
a usage strategy. A very significant change was to require completion of the lander battejy
dependant deployments on the fEst day after landing, instead of allowing them to be performed
on the second day after !an&cg as crigindly plx-med. T h s the rover would not use &e barteries
overnight, redwing the window of vlllnerability for t h e batteries as well as reducing the usage
by not powering the heaters overnight.
Generally, P L uses trade studies to a limited basis to compare candidate topologies of focused
areas of the design, such as the telecom area for example. However, this approach does not
provide a systematic ranking ofthe risks across the flight system. However, the PRA trade
space may compare the power subsystem against the telecom subsystem and the propulsion
subsystem to identify which area is the weakest link in the chain, where as a conventional trade
study might compare single string telecom vs. dual string telecom without regard to other
system elements. Unlike traditional trade studies at PL,PRAs are more comprehensive
because they include fault trees for actual usage and windows of vulnerability that conventional
trade studies generaIly lack. This can help answer a question like whether a single radar
altimeter operated for 10 minutes during a Mars landing is a weaker link in the system chain
than a single computer board which must operated continuously €or 3 years during the mission.

3,4
Wiiviers: The prejzct s . r ~ v e r sz e zmther -cssib!e
kJ
k y ~t~
t the P M . Because waivers
often pertain to either prevention or mitigation activities (which can cover anything from low
level parts issues to systems level issues and testing), the presence of waivers indicates a
potentially increased uncertainty €or the mission. In most cases, the additional risk from the
items being waived is considered negligible. For PRA, waivers of interest are those waivers
identified with m e l m or high risk (including waivers with dissent). Subjects and issues in the
medium and high-risk waivers can factor into the fault trees. PRA can show the sensitivity of
the Mission to the waiver subject.
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For MER, when we ran across waivers that flagged issues that we should consider in the PRA,
we updated the PRA logic model to be sure thzt it was included- Unfortunately, because the
short development schedule, there was not adequate time to update t!ne data and rerun the risk
assessment.
Problem/Failure Reports: JPL ProblemlFailwe Reporting process includes a
qualitatiTJe risk rating to help with the management of risk discovered during testing. The rating
consists of two variables; one to rank the failure effect if it occurred in flight and the second to
rank the possibility of recurrence based upon the understanding of the cause and the certainty
that the corrective action prevents recurrence. PFRs that have a non-zero possibility of
recurring in flight coupled with a non_trivialeffect are termed “Red-Flag PFRs”. Such PFRs
require signature by higher levels of management before they can be accepted and closed.

3.5

During development and testing of MER flight hardware, when a PFR was rated as Red-Flag,
issues in the PFR were factored into the ongoing PRA work. Specifically, the PFR symptoms
were incorporated into the logic model for the subject hardware in the PFR. For example, a
significant issue arose very late in development where a transient short during a pyro release
blew open the single point ground hse, altering the grounding configuration. A significant
project response was mounted to research and understand the issues, where else the issues could
be present, their effects and what we could do about them. This information was all
incorporated and documented in real time in the PFL4 logic model. It is noteworthy that an
independent tiger t e r n assembled to review a variety of issues (including t h ~ one)
s
checked the
fault trees in the PRB to understand these issues and understand how the project was dealing
with the issues.
Since this issue occurred very late in the project, a re-running ofthe complete PRA was not
performed. We had discussed an approach to including the data in the event of a rerun of the
P M by considering the uncertainty in the probability of recurrence horn the PFR in the
probability distributions of the basic events (in the fault trees) pertaining to the equipment
involved in the Red-Flag FFR. The current PRA implementation plan includes this step for
current and future projects perfs,mir,g PRA.
3.6
Risk Management: P L Projects use a risk mmagemmt process to track md iriiinage
areas of significant risk. Since the PRA not only helps identify but also quantify areas of
significant risk in a relative sense, it naturally provides input into risk management.
Specifically, dominant issues from the PRA (e-g., those items with many orders of magnitude
higher likelihood coupled with catastrophic consequences) are prime candidate for the project
risk list. During the early phases, such identification can help support the project in the
architectural trade studies and can affect the flight system architecture. Issues from the PRA
that are worked thm risk management also serve as feedback to the PRA, So a bidircctimd
relationship exists between the PRA and risk management. P L ’ s Risk Management Guideline
currently identifies PRA as a potential input to risk management.
For MER, the results from the completed PRA were factored into risk planning. For example,
the previously mentioned issue about lander battery risk from the preliminary P M was
accepted by the risk management team and worked appropriately to achieve a solution. The
Panoramic Cameras also appeared relatively high on the risk list from the PRA. An operational
workaround was devised to accomplish stereo panoramic imaging in the event of a single
ca.??-!Yraf2iIJxe.
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3.7- System Fault Tree, Prevention & Mitigation Matrix: Typically, a P L Project
develops system fault trees to identify areas of risk for risk reduction. When the areas of risk
have been identified, the project can develop various risk reduction steps to reduce the
likelihood (or eliminate) the fault or to make the system tolerant to such faults. The project will
commonly document in a matrix the details of what it has done to ensure that the problems
identified in the fault tree do not become problems during the mission. This matrix is often
referred to as a Prevention & Mitigation Matrix for the fault trees.
The Prevention & Mitigation Matrix is an efficient tool to ensure that there are no holes in the
design and development process that could result in design or manufacturing flaws that could
slip thru and result in launching a vehicle that is destined to fail by design. The Prevention &
Mitigation Matrix helps ensure that the V&V activities (such as testing, analysis, design process,
etc.) do indeed cover the events and possible faults that were identified in the fault trees.
On the other hand, the PRA starts with the explicit assumption that mission starts with a system
that was designed correctly to do what was intended. Then the PRA uses failure rates for
hardware to evaluate the most likely problems that could develop during the mission.
Therefore, an important distinction betw-eenthe PRA and the typical JPL Fault Trees process is
that the PRA evaluates the possibilities of failure during the mission, but does not address
unknown desigdmanufacturing errors built into the system. However, for areas where design or
manufacturing errors have been discovered (such as in the ProblemPailure Reporting system
covering ground testing), the project can update the PRA as appropriate. Examples of such
issues could include ground bounces during switchng or deployments, transient shorts during to
cable cutter events, etc.

Although some dif€erences exist between the two approaches, there are ways of using the
strengths of each process. For Instancc, the traditional JPL Prevention & Mitigation Matrix is
still of value when doing a PRA. The matrix can be generated directly &Qmthe same fault trees
used in the P U . Because the basic events @.e.,lowest level leaves) in the fault trees are feed
into the matrix and the fault trees are integrated in the system model in the PRA, the PRA serves
as input to the matrix. Bgt isstlcs w~rkedir*the mzitrix can also result in design or operational
changes that would need to be factored back into the event trees and fault trees in the PRA.
Therefore: informarion flows in both directions between the PRA and the Prevention &
Mitigation Matrix.

hlER started with the traditional JPL approach to fault trees (since PRA was not required or
planned at the inception of MER). However, once the PRA was introduced to the project., the
System Fault tree effort refocused to support the PRA effort.
The System Fault tree was one of the earliest beneficiaries of the PRA process. Firstly, the
orgiknlmttjn-n,nf the system fa& tree was greatly improved by the PRA s^tructue of event trees
aid fault trees combination, instead of one big fault tree. Given that the MER hardware was
quite dynamic throughout the mission life, the configuration and state changes were extremely
difficult to model in a big fault tree. Secondly, the logical structure of the fault trees in the PRA
simplified and enhanced the communication of the issues because the approach was intuitive for
the progression of theispacecraft throughout the mission. After completion of the PRA, the
traditional JPL approach to tracking the items in the fault trees was appIied to the fault trees in
the PRA. The matrix was populated with what had been done to ensure no design or
mm&ct!zir~g pr~b!ens ;;rzre present in the risK
* i areas. Also, further work was done to
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document the possible mitigations that could be done to reduce the severity of the problems. A
part of the documentation included an identification of whether a fault would require a time
critical response from the ground. Those items were factored into contingency planning and the
contingency plans were annotated in the Prevention & Mitigation Matrix.
This information was presented at the Cruise Readiness Review before launch to verifj that
none of the issues identified in the fault trees hid fallen t h the cracks and that the contingency
planning was independently checked for completeness.
The PRA logic model and the Prevention & Mitigation Matrices were also revised during the
actual EDL. The matrices included the detection methods for the items in the fault trees.
Although not all faults were directly detectable, observable symptoms from ground operations
were detailed. The significance for MER w-as the following fact. The two vehicles would arrive
at Mars a little more than 2 weeks apart+If a problem occurred on the first vehicle, the project
only had a short time to diagnose the problem and attempt a remedy €or the second vehicle
before it reached Mars. So the PR4 logic model and the Prevention & Mitigation Matrices were
further developed for ease of use to support the EDL and Rover Deployment teams for rapid
diagnostics. Where applicable, the event trees were annotated with the list of success and
failure signals that the vehicle would send to earth during EDL. A member of the PRA
development team provided real-time support to the EDL and Rover Deployment teams for both
vehicles. Hence the P M product proved useful for other activities outside the PRA.
3.8
Verification & Validation: The purpose of V&V is to ensure that the system meets its
design requirement and that the system requirements will produce a successful mission. Simply
put7FLst have the right things been done to create a design thzt can perform the mission, znd
-second, was the system built correctly according to those requirements.
As indicated above, the Fault Tree Prevention & Mitigation Matrix is a list of the €milts that
could manifest themselves during mission execution and cause mission failure. Listing the
preventions and mitigations to those faults in the matrix will show how effective the V&V
.
program covers the mission threats. After population of the matrix, the project can identify
areas where the V&V program may not be sufficiently compIete by any gaps in the matrix.
Ideally every &treat to mission success should have some preve~tiolzmd, ifpossible,
mitigations. For critical items (e.g., either SPFs or dominant items from the PRA), multiple
preventions would be desirable. A populated matrix with no gaps in the entries helps the project
demonstrate to independent reviewers the Completeness ofthe V&V activity. Given that the
matrix can influence the V&V activities and the V&V activities are fed into the matrix, the
matrix and the V&V activities have a bidirectional relationship. Because of the ties between the
matrix and the PRA, the PRA and the V&V also have a bidirectional relationship.
For -MER, 1.~5listed is the Preve~tion& Mitigation Ivlatrices what testing and analyses had been
done to help screen for faults in the fault trees. This ensured that we had no gaps in o w design
and development of the vehicle for fault that we had identified in the fault trees.

3.9
Flight Project Readiness & Operations: A bidirectional relationship exists between
the PRA and elements of Project readiness via the Prevention & Mitigation Matrix. Flight
project readiness and operations includes such topics as contingency plans, c o r n a n d
constraints, and fault protection. Items identified in the system fault trees, which are possible to
mitigate in flight and require a time critical response, are candidate inputs to the Contingency
Plans. Erroneous cornanding that could result in a single point failure in the wrong mission
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phase or spacecraft state (enabling heaters, instruments, or other equipment) will be candidate
items for flight rules, and command constraints. Also, Fault Protection is another customer for
issues identified in the fault trees. Fault Protection recovery actions are candidate events for the
event trees. All of these actions can be fed back to the PRA model.
For MER, the project conducted a series of walk thru of the PRA logic Model and the
Prevention & Mitigation Matrices to ensure understanding of the issues and ensure that we had
covered everything. Since the PRA logic model represents how the system works or ways the
system may not work, it proved helpful in identifying some areas where a broader understanding
across the project of some hardwareisoftware interactions were needed. The model also helped
plan for command constraints and flight rules by identi@ing commands that could prove
harmfid to the spacecraft if accidentally sent at the wrong mission phase. The important fact to
take from this is that the investigations and discussions fostered by the “systems” approach of
the PRA and related activities heIped with flight readiness and preparedness for operations.
Hence the process of doing the work for the PRA could be considered as valuable a product as
the ranked ordering of the risks from the analysis.
4

Schedule considerations: Phasing of the analysis activities is very important if it is
going to affect design and operations of a flight project. MER performed the PRA during the
design cycle, before hardware designs were frozen, so the project could respond to early results
of the PRA. Then the PR4 was updated based upon new updated designs. The level of
development ofthe PRA is commensurate with the maturity of the designs, and the PRA
evolves as the design matures. Hence the earlier one can start the PRA and keep it current with
the design, the better. This helps keep &e PRA relevant, usefd, and of the peztest berLef;,i,to
the project.
5
Conclusion: P M complements existing risk processes and practices that promote
mission success. The success of the PRA for MER resulted &om the willingness to use parts of
the PFL4 in activities outside the core PRA process.
Given that the PRA is a valuable system and reliability analysis, it behooves those involved in
P M to use the PRA materials and incorporate PRA practices into their institutional processes
wherever there is benefit, because the process is as vsllnable as the ?P!4 prockct is t~ nission
success.
As an example, based upon the MER success JPL is formalizing these processes for other flight
projects. A working group was formed to develop the plan fur how to implement these
processes lab wide. This plan is currently in the implementation stages.
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Figure 2
ConceptuaI example of PRA structure
A simpIiJed diagram of event tvees/faazrlt tree and how they relate to a System FXECA.
Mission Fault Tree Architecture
Using the PRA modeling approach
~
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